STILL SITTING

An audio-visual installation by Bradley Wester in collaboration with novelist Eric Latzky. Audio Design in collaboration with Bruce Tovsky.

He reads to me. My blood rises to leave, to escape the underneath. I am dead. I am new. I was safe in his arms asleep to the sound of the chair creaking with the turn of each page, a story. I am still sitting. Where will I go?

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Enter through curtain.
2. Put on Headphones.
3. Sit in chair.
4. Replace headphones on chair.

The Audio Tape:

James ----------- Joseph Fuqua
Not James -------- Rob Gomes
Additional Voice - Bruce Tovsky
Musical Excerpts - Keith Jarret, Vienna Concert
   - Gorecki Symphony No. 3
   - Over the Rainbow (Theme/Curtain Call)
     Judy Garland Live at Carnegie Hall
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